Many lists containing biological identifiers, such as gene lists, have been generated in various genomics projects. Identifying the overlap among gene lists can enable us to understand the similarities and differences between the data sets. Here, we present an interactome network-based web application platform named NetVenn for comparing and mining the relationships among gene lists. NetVenn contains interactome network data publically available for several species and supports a user upload of customized interactome network data. It has an efficient and interactive graphic tool that provides a Venn diagram view for comparing two to four lists in the context of an interactome network. NetVenn also provides a comprehensive annotation of genes in the gene lists by using enriched terms from multiple functional databases. In addition, it allows for mapping the gene expression data, providing information of transcription status of genes in the network. The power graph analysis tool is integrated in NetVenn for simplified visualization of gene relationships in the network. NetVenn is freely available at http://probes.pw.usda. gov/NetVenn or http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/NetVenn.
INTRODUCTION
'Omics' technologies, such as genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics, have been widely used in the last decade. These methodologies often generate huge data sets, which are often presented as gene lists derived from different experiments, conditions and groups. In the analysis of these gene lists, the challenge lies in the generation of overlapping results and the interpretation of related information associated with biological significance.
One of the simplest but most effective features in a Venn diagram analysis is the ability to examine the different and overlapping gene sets among the gene lists. Such an analysis provides the multiple circles with overlapping regions that illustrates the relations among a finite collection of things (1) and is most useful in defining areas of commonality among different aggregations. Venn diagrams enable researchers to quickly observe the relationships between the data sets they are analyzing. To date, several web-based Venn diagram tools for the comparison of gene lists have been developed, including VENNY (http://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/index.html), Pangloss Venn diagram generator (http://www.pangloss.com/ seidel/Protocols/venn4.cgi), GeneVenn (2) and BioVenn (3) . These web applications focus on the comparison and visualization of gene lists using area-proportional Venn diagrams, but they lack the functionality to mine the biological annotations and relationships in the gene lists. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (4) is one of the most popular methods of finding biological annotations in statistically enriched lists of genes or proteins compared with a reference set. VennMaster (5) combined Venn diagrams and GSEA with Gene Ontology terms, but still lacks an ability to mine the relationships in the gene lists in the context of biological networks.
The rapid increase in protein-protein interaction (PPI) data has brought us to a stage where we are now able to start viewing how gene lists come together to form functional regulatory networks. These biological network data can assist in interpreting experimental results when the identified lists of genes can be placed in their contextual local interaction networks (6) . Currently available web programs can create a biological network from input gene lists, such as Genes2Networks (7), Lists2Networks (8) and SNOW (9) . These programs provide a useful resource but are often designed primarily to generate networks (11) , NetVenn can also map expression data from available microarray or gene expression experiments to genes within the interactome network, highlighting the differentially expressed genes (DEGs). In addition, NetVenn integrates the power graph analysis (PGA) tool to reformulate the topological structure of the network with an easy and simple view of genes connected by nodes (12) . Therefore, a combination of the four methods with different functions can allow users to perform analyses on the same data set with different tools in a single application package. The results from the different methods are interconnected, providing researchers with a more powerful tool for analyzing and interpreting the biological meaning of genes from the gene lists.
WEB SERVER CONSTRUCTION

Functionality of NetVenn
Essentially, NetVenn takes two to four lists of genes (or proteins) and maps them onto an interactome database of the reference species. This interactome can be the PPI networks from different species or any other user-defined interactome. Once the lists are mapped, NetVenn calculates the relationship between the lists, including the intersection, union and complement, which are used to construct the Venn diagram. To translate the gene lists into functional descriptors that help researchers elucidate the biological meaning of the individual genes, NetVenn annotates the lists using enriched terms from multiple functional databases. To add DEG information into the analysis, NetVenn allows users to map Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) series (GSE) data or customized expression data to the network database. The expression data is used to color the notes, red for up-regulated expression and green for down-regulated expression, with different node sizes indicating the level of differential expression. To reduce the visual complexity of a network generated by large gene lists, NetVenn provides PGA (12) options to filter or partition the network based on topological features. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the analysis steps implemented in NetVenn.
Network data collection
A significant number of protein interactome network data have been generated for a number of species, but these interactome data have been produced using varying methods and stored in different databases. To generate a viewable network associated with gene lists, the interactome data sets for different species need to be integrated. We downloaded PPI data from the mentha database, which archives evidence collected from different sources and presents these data in a complete and comprehensive way (13) . Since plant PPI data in mentha is still lacking, the interactome data set from ANAP (14) and PRIN (15) were downloaded. ANAP contains protein interaction data sets that were integrated from 11 public Arabidopsis protein interaction databases and provides an extensive and valuable knowledge base for generating the A. thaliana interactome. PRIN is based on a sophisticated computational method known as interologs combined with the genomic features of rice. Currently, NetVenn allows users to generate networks from gene lists of nine interactomes (Homo sapiens, Arabidopsis thaliana, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, Escherichia coli K12, Mus musculus, Oryza sativa, Rattus norvegicus and Saccharomyces cerevisiae). NetVenn also supports user upload of customized networks as simple interaction file (SIF) format.
Gene list annotation
To comprehensively interpret the biological meaning of gene lists, defined gene sets for gene list annotation were downloaded from different databases. For the annotation of gene lists in the human, mouse and rat, a meta-database named GeneSetDB was used. GeneSetDB integrates 26 public databases containing diverse biological information Nucleic Acids Research, 2014, Vol. 42 , Web Server issue W163 with a particular focus on human disease and pharmacology (16) . The Arabidopsis and rice gene sets were obtained from PlantGSEA, which contains four different types of resources, including (i) well-recognized annotation systems, such as GO and KEGG, (ii) public databases, such as TAIR, (iii) published literature and (iv) computational predictions using existing tools (17) . The gene sets for other species were downloaded from the GO database. In NetVenn, we calculated the probability of defined categories of gene annotation using the hypergeometric test or chi-square test. The Pvalues from the hypergeometric distribution or chi-square test can then be adjusted using the false discovery or Bonferroni method.
Implementation
The NetVenn core consists of a Java code that includes gene list comparison and enrichment analysis. Queries to the server are implemented as web services written in PHP and JavaScript. The PHP wrapper processes all the query data and creates a script to run the core program. The entire project is open access for anyone to use and is available at http://probes.pw.usda.gov/NetVenn, configured on a Ubuntu Linux machine with an Apache server. Because we expect that new interaction and gene set data for different species will become available, we will update NetVenn every week.
UTILITY AND WEB INTERFACE
Gene list input
NetVenn allows user input of two to four lists of gene (protein) identifiers (IDs) in plain text. The NetVenn analysis supports gene locus IDs for Arabidopsis and rice and gene symbols for other species as input queries. Each of the gene ID lists can be given their own name so that the user can immediately see which part of the output in the Venn diagram corresponds to which input list.
Output and visualization
The NetVenn web server provides a user-friendly graphical view that displays the output, which contains enriched gene sets and a Venn diagram linked to a network of gene lists (Figure 2 ). The Cytoscape web application (18) With input of two or three gene lists, the display will show two and three circles, respectively. For four gene lists, a symmetrical construction of four ellipses is used. The interactive Venn diagram provides a quick and powerful way to explore the gene lists in the interactome network. In NetVenn, genes/proteins in the network are directly linked with annotation data, providing implication of their biological functions. Additionally, users can export the network of gene lists as XGMML, GraphML and SIF files for use with other network tools for subsequent additional analysis. The network also can be saved in multiple image formats, such as SVG, PDF and PNG.
Mapping expression data
Genes/proteins in the interactome network can be considered with regard to how their spatial characteristics relate to cellular function. However, because biological processes are dynamic, different pathways in the network likely contains complex temporal events. Interacting proteins can either be activated or repressed under different conditions. Therefore, expression data, especially differential gene expression data, can add information about what parts of the network are active in a given condition. In NetVenn, the user can specify a GSE record, and the corresponding files are then downloaded from GEO and stored on the NetVenn server. Because GSE files usually contain samples from multiple groups, the user can freely divide them into individual samples and reference sets. In this case, the t-test method is used to calculate the t-statistic and P-value between the sample and reference data sets, and the fold change is also calculated. After the expression data is added, in the output of the gene list in the network, red nodes indicate overexpressed genes and green nodes are underexpressed genes. Different node sizes represent the extent of the differential expression (Figure 2A ).
PGA
PGA is a lossless data compression transformation of biological networks into a compact, less redundant representation that exploits the abundance of cliques and bicliques as elementary topological modules (12) . NetVenn supports user reformulation of the network of gene lists using the PGA method. NetVenn converts power graph representation of networks to compound nodes (i.e., nodes within nodes), which is easy to display in the Cytoscape web tool (Figure 3 output results. One of the examples is to study gene expression in response to auxin in Arabidopsis root epidermis tissues. Figure 2 shows a comparison result among three gene lists from independent studies (19) . This analysis with NetVenn suggests that proteins involved in root epidermis cell differentiation are correlated with the significant changes of gene expression in response to auxin. In Figure 4A , nine genes shared in the three gene lists form a subnetwork, implying their relatedness in function. The PGA representation displays clique in the subnetwork (Figure 4B) , which means the overlapping proteins may form a super complex to play important role in root epidermal cell differentiation and auxin stimulus.
DISCUSSION
Various modern 'omics' technologies can produce numerous lists containing biological identifiers or gene lists. Therefore, visualization of orthogonal (disjointed) or overlapping gene lists become a common task in bioinformatics. A better understanding of the biological significance through analyzing the identified gene lists can provide insights into specific phenotypes under study (20) . Such analyses in the context of biological network can immediately suggest the roles of these overlapping genes in specific pathways involved in different developmental stages or in response to various environmental changes. NetVenn is unique among its genre in the sense that it not only allows the visualization of gene lists in the context of an interactome network with an interactive Venn diagram view, but it also directly links to a comprehensive annotation of the gene lists, thereby providing biological implications of these nonoverlap and overlap gene sets. The integration of gene expression data with easy view of expression status of specific genes can provide further biological information related to the function of these genes under study. To our knowledge, there are no other web-based tools containing all these features. NetVenn implementation on a web server makes it available for use on any computer with an Internet connection independent of operating system and without the need to install programs locally. NetVenn can provide researchers with a powerful tool for analyzing and interpreting the biological meaning of genes from gene lists in the context of biological networks.
